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dimensional cell culture model of esophageal carcinoma. In the present study, we constructed a

three-dimensional (3-D) cell culture model of esophageal carcinoma by using tumor-derived CAFs as
inducers. As possible factors that mediate tumor-stromal interactions, CD44s is the most frequently
analyzed one. CAFs were treated with peptide aptamer 2 (P2), which is a peptide that specifically

binds to CD44s, or scrambled control peptide (CS). These cells were mixed with esophageal
carcinoma cells (Eca) and cultured in collagen gels in vitro. The combinations treated with

CD44-specific P2 decreased in cell number compared with CS and Eca cultured alone in both
monolayer and 3-D culture. Next, we investigated the effect of the addition of conditioned medium
(CM) from CAFs treated with P2 or CS on proliferation of Eca cells using the CAF/Eca cell co-culture
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CAFs. To examine the effect of P2 on tumors in vivo, nude mice were implanted with Eca cells in the
dorsal flanks and were then treated with the 1cdb36666d
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